It’s Time to
Grow Up
From Cultivation
to Concentrates

Maximize Your Quality, Consistency,
& ROI with Agrify’s State-of-the Art
Cultivation & Extraction Solutions
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Passionately Transforming
Cannabis Through Innovation

About Agrify

Agrify is the most innovative provider of advanced cultivation and extraction solutions in the cannabis
industry, bringing science, chemistry, technology, and data to the forefront. We are passionately
transforming cannabis through innovation, enabling cannabis operators to produce the highest
quality, consistency, and ROI regardless of end product from flower to extracts. We have four primary
areas of business focus:
•
•
•
•

Cultivation Solutions
Extraction Solutions
Training & Education
Facility Design & Build

Numbering among the best and brightest horticulturists, scientists, chemists, and engineers in the
cannabis industry, our employees are united in a mission to be catalysts for revolutionary impact.
Agrify has over 200 committed employees and we are rapidly growing, with offices in the Boston,
Denver, Detroit, and Portland areas.

Our
Mission

Become the world’s most
innovative and vertically
integrated solution provider in
the cannabis and hemp industry.
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The Agrify Ecosystem
Agrify’s products and services work in tandem to provide end-to-end cultivation and extraction
solutions. Each product has been purposefully engineered to work seamlessly together and produce
the highest quality, most consistent flower delivering the quantity and quality of extract required for
premium concentrates - all with the lowest associated operating cost. From facility design to retail
distribution, Agrify services can set you up for success with a team of industry specialists having the
requisite expertise in every step of the process.

FACILITY DESIGN,
CONSTRUCTION + ENGINEERING

CULTIVATION SOLUTIONS

CROP PROTECTION

SOLVENTLESS +
HYDROCARBON EXTRACTION

POST-PROCESSING DISTILLATION EQUIPMENT

AGRIFY BRANDS

AGRIFY UNIVERSITY + DATA HUB
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Vertical Farming Units
Maximize Your Grow

Automation and control for the maximum flower at minimal risk and expense.

Compartmentalized Growing Environments
Optimize and replicate strain-specific cultivation
environments

Maximized Facility Yield

Stack VFUs vertically to create up to 6x yield/sf

LED Lighting

Achieve maximum crop density with superior light
penetration from built-in LED top light and intercanopy lights

Optimal Space Utilization

Agrify’s VFUs fit mother plants, eliminating the
need for separate rooms

Superior Flower Quality

Precisely automated grow recipes ensure repeatable
production of superior quality and consistency of
flower

Reduce Labor Cost

Programmed workforce scheduling in Agrify
Insights keeps labor utilization high by eliminating
unproductive wait times
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Agrify Insights™
Grow Smarter

Agrify’s software integration empowers growers to successfully cultivate cannabis by applying data
science and a continuous improvement process to every aspect of the production. Our VFUs come
with integrated control systems enabling higher consistency and forecasting of yields, cannabinoids,
and terpene production.

Fully Integrated Cultivation System

Optimal # of plants and strain-specific grow
plans for max yield

Complete Growing Solutions

Optimize yield with weekly harvesting and
staggered growth cycles

Automated and Optimized Workflow
Complete ERP system with role-based
dashboards to minimize human errors

Cultivation Software that Performs
Remotely monitor every part of your grow
environment

Data-Driven Insights

Actionable data, real-time monitoring,
and alerts
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Precision Monitoring and Controls

Integrated live cameras with automated
temperature, humidity, lighting, CO2, irrigation,
and fertigation parameters

Rapid Flower Output
Customer Case Study

Purpose-built for cultivation improvement.

Month-Over-Month VFU Yield Per SF Increase
Beating the industry average 40g/SF
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Crop Protection
Grow Safely
From the veg room to the flower room to the trim room, cultivators can protect their grow with
comprehensive crop protection products that neutralize environmental threats. Agrify utilizes
revolutionary technology designed to optimize production and safety at minimal cost.

Air Purification

Agrify has partnered with Bluezone, an award-winning
U.S. military tested air purification system that kills or
converts airborne contaminants using ultravioletenhanced oxidation.

Optimize Your Plant’s Growth
Oxidation Catalysts – destroys VOCs, unpleasant
odors, and strips ozone before air is exhausted
back to the space
UV-Enhanced Oxidization – ozone-generating
UV bulbs use a combination of high levels of
ozone and UV to oxidize and irradiate airborne
contaminants
Bluezone Fresh Air – purified air is returned to the
space with significantly less ethylene, mold, and
bacteria

Bluezone Efficacy
Intertek Laboratory certified Bluezone
to have a 99.9% kill rate of both
bacteria and fungus
Case studies prove effectiveness in
just 120 minutes

Surface Sanitization

Agrify has partnered with Enozo to provide a
sanitizing method for surfaces that converts water
into aqueous ozone.

Enozo Features and Benefits
Aqueous ozone produced on-demand with the pull
of a trigger
Toxin-free surface cleaner
Rechargeable battery with LED indicator for
recharging as necessary
Lightweight, compact, and easily transportable
bottle design
Cleans, deodorizes, and sanitizes
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Enozo Efficacy
Kills 99% of bacteria and germs
Sanitizes in just 30 seconds
EnozoPro is rated for 10 tankfuls of
water between charges
Up to 5,000 14oz refills from one bottle

Extraction Equipment
The Best Extraction Brands

From oils to edibles, Agrify offers extraction, post-processing, and distillation
solutions to meet your goals.

PRECISION
EXTRACTION

@precisionextraction
precisionextraction.com

Hydrocarbon Extraction
Precision is the market-leader in
industrial-scale hydrocarbon extraction
systems. More award-winning
concentrates are made with Precision
than any other brand.

Solventless Extraction
@gopurepressure
gopurepressure.com

PurePressure is at the forefront of
solventless extraction technology, the
exciting future of top-shelf consumer
products.

Distillation

@labsociety
labsociety.com

Lab Society makes top-of-the-line,
American-made short path and thin film
distillation systems, creating end-to-end
distillation solutions for labs large and
small.

Post-Processing

@cascadesciences
cascadesciences.com

Cascade Sciences has over 30 years
experience in vacuum technology,
providing world-class vacuum ovens to
some of the world’s top companies and
government agencies.
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Extraction Lab Design & Services

PRECISION
EXTRACTION

Highest Safety Standards – Easy Installation -Masters of the Craft
Commercial Grade C1D1 extraction lab rooms, pods & design services
from Precision Extraction, now by Agrify.

EXP Rooms
C1D1 Extraction Rooms
Prefabbed, ready to assemble C1D1/C1D2 booths
for primary extraction and post processing.
•

For indoor use only

•

1 day installation

•

Different sizes available

•

OSHA Compliant

•

Engineer peer reviewed

•

No exposed cables or wires

•

Includes fittings and wiring for installation

•

For use in all regulated jurisdictions

Extraction Pods
C1D1 Extraction Lab Containers
Fully assembled C1D1 extraction pods for every
step in the extraction process.

Extraction Lab Design
C1D1 Lab Design Services
Laboratory & facility plans from schematic
design to full protocol set.
•

Several lab design packages to choose from

•

Timely deliverables

•

Licensed architects, MEP engineers & fire protection
engineers on staff
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•

Specialization in extraction lab design

•

Free consultations

•

For outdoor & indoor use

•

2 sizes available, 20ft & 40ft

•

Multiple configurations

•

C1D1 compliant

•

Ready in 4-6 weeks

•

Easy to move

Agrify Brands, Training & Education
Agrify Consulting & Brands
With over 40 collective years of industry experience, our
cannabis consulting team advises clients on everything
from facility design to product distribution. With our
proven operational success model, we guide the
development of standard operating procedures and
training on everything from facility design through
retail distribution, all custom designed to meet specific
customer and regulatory requirements.

Brand Licensing and Support
Agrify customers have exclusive access to an
established portfolio of successful consumer brands.
Licensing these guarantees an immediate competitive
advantage that drives market share fast. And for
customers who want to launch their own brands, we
offer unsurpassed brand-building expertise.

Agrify University
Agrify University is an immersive, hands-on, project
based learning environment where science, data, and
technology are used to assist next-generation growers
in cultivating high-value crops with efficiency at scale.
The Agrify University classroom, located in Billerica, MA,
is an ideal space to learn and grow, both for prospects
and employees.
Learn through multi-sensory experiences such as
media-enhanced presentations and cannabis based
workshops created by our subject matter experts.
Develop knowledge and skillset in the ideal environment
focusing on horticultural techniques, production
planning collaboration, and general cannabis business
practices.
Perform successfully by cultivating high-quality
cannabis crops and develop a high-performing
cannabis operation with Agrify products, services, and
support.
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Agrify Specialized Services
With Agrify as a partner, you have more to gain than just access to products and solutions. We have a
team of experts that assist throughout the entire process, from facility design through retail distribution.

Facility Design & Construction
Ensure efficiency and productivity with
our hassle-free turn-key solution – from
architectural design, engineering, and
construction to integrated cultivation
solutions.

Capital Financing
Starting a cannabis operation can be costly.
With Agrify’s generous product and construction
financing packages, customers get to market
faster and more efficiently.
*Available to all qualified customers.

Utility Rebates
Cannabis and hemp cultivators are prime
candidates for LED lighting rebate programs
because of the significant amount of energy
used in cultivation facilities. Navigating
state-specific rebate programs is complex
and time consuming. Our experienced team
helps lead the process for maximum return
on LED lighting investments.
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You Are in Great Company
Over 7,000 Quality Customers

Awards
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Contact us today

to speak with one of our
cultivation or extraction experts.
Email us at sales@agrify.com
Boston • Denver • Portland • Atlanta • Detroit

| @agrifycorp
Learn more at agrify.com

